
Anthropology 116W Pre-Reading Guide for Fadiman 
 
 
About the spelling and pronunciation of Hmong words: 
 
There are two rules that will help you to better pronounce Hmong words. 
 

1) Do not pronounce the final consonant in Hmong words. 
 Actually, the final consonant is used to indicate the type of tone attached to the word, 

which we will not be studying. (Hmong is a tonal language.) 
 
2) If a Hmong word has a double vowel, pronounce the word as if it had a single vowel, but 

also add an “ng” sound to the end of the word. 
 

 Examples: Hmong word Apply rule 1 Apply rule 2  Final pronunciation 
 
  Hmoob Hmoo_ Hmong Hmong 
 
  dab da –––––– da 
 
 
 
The following is a selection of terms that are important for understanding the intersection of 

Hmong beliefs with Western beliefs regarding health care delivery. Can you add to this list? 

 

Hmong culture related terms  

dab sacrifice shaman (txiv neeb) soul recovery   soul loss trance 

the spirit catches you and you fall down 

 

Western Legal and “Medical” terms 

brain dead compliance physician/nurse epilepsy/seizure infection 

social worker   foster care/care facility  court  

 

 

Some questions to ponder: 

• How do Hmong and Western perspectives differ in term of how each views the 
relationship between the natural and supernatural worlds? 

• How do Hmong and Western perspectives differ as to the root causes of illness? 
• What steps can a Hmong person take to deal with accident or illness? 
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• Who are the functional equivalents of medical experts among the Hmong? 
• How does the way an individual patient is treated in the Hmong community differ from 

patient treatment in Western (USA) health care systems? 
• What particular factors made it difficult for the Lees and the Merced MDs to 

communicate effectively about Lia’s condition? 
• What kinds of harm resulted from that lack of communication? 
• Why were the Lees suspicious of Western medicine? 
• How did American health care providers in Merced feel about Hmong attitudes and 

beliefs? 
• Are the Hmong the only people experiencing difficulty with the Western medical (USA) 

system? 
• Would we find similar disjunctions if we looked at other institutions, e.g., educ., or 

religion? 
• Which is more important in your ethical system, human life or the soul? How can we deal 

with this issue in Western (USA) law? 
• Is it enough to give medial doctors (including psychiatrists) a single course in medical 

practice in a culturally diverse society? If not, what else might we need? 
• Is it possible that medical practices in this country could be enhanced in a general way 

through the study of non-Western medical beliefs and practices? 
• Why have the Hmong had a difficult time adjusting to so-called “American” life? 
• Why have non-Hmong U.S. citizens had such a difficult time adjusting to the Hmong? 
• What steps are being taken in the USA to improve the interface between medical services 

and people with non-Western cultural backgrounds? 
• What does the above tell us about religion and its social context? 


